Universal Monitor Riser Stand with USB - Gold [WTT-AS01GD]

Desire2 View My Screen At Home USB Aluminium Riser
Stand For iMac, Macbook, Laptop, Notebook and PC

£49.99
Fast data transfer and charging capability: 4 USB ports to 3.0 Standard 5gbs transfer rate (10x faster than
USB 2.0) with charging capability
Sleek looking: The stand simplifies and organizes your desk, while maintaining a clean, functional style.
Ergonomic design: The Aluminum Monitor Stand raises your monitor for maximum comfort, reducing eye
and neck strain, and promoting good posture.
Supports many devices: Strong aluminum alloy can support a large variety of devices including a computer
monitor, laptop, all-in-one computer, printer, and other devices. Max weight bearing 31 lbs with stabilisers to
ensure secure desk placement. Stand dimensions: Width 400mm x Height 44mm x Depth 210mm
Designed for Macs: Premium aluminium alloy stylishly compliments Apple computers and products such as
Macs, iMacs, and MacBooks
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Crafted from premium
aluminium

Compact desk
management

A
minimalistic,
modern
design crafted out of a
refined,
premium
silver
anodised aluminium alloy that
stylishly
compliments
computers and products such
as
Macs,
iMacs,
and
MacBooks. Silver anodising
is an electrochemical process
that converts a metal surface
into a decorative, durable,
corrosion-resistant,
anodic
oxide
finish.
Anodised
aluminium
is
considered
environmentally
safe,
producing few, if any, harmful
effects on land, air, or water.

Elevating
your
computer
monitor or laptop off the desk
allows you to free up valuable
desk space. The elegant
design will free up room on a
cluttered desk, and a 28cm
wide space directly below the
stand allows you to store a
small laptop, keyboard and
mouse, tablet, smartphone,
USB hub, paper, and other
everyday office essentials.
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Ergonomically designed
This product is ergonomically
certified to improve posture
and maintain long-lasting
health; with the ability to
achieve a sufficient viewing
elevation that reduces strain
on your back and neck. As
outlined by The Chartered
Institute of Ergonomics and
Human Factors, back and
neck
pain,
headaches,
shoulder and arm pain are
common
computer-related
injuries. Such muscle and
joint problems can be caused
or made worse by poor
workstation (desk) design,
bad posture and sitting for
long periods of time.

Product description
Perhaps you are the kind of person who desires perfection. Perhaps you long for an object that seamlessly
integrates into your living space; with a kind of finish that allows your fingers to lightly brush over sleek,
refined aluminium.
Perhaps you are also the kind of person who desires performance, which means you strive for results: both
in fast data transfer speeds, and superior, long-lasting build quality.
And if you are - Then are you also the kind of person who, above all else, desires protection? Protection of
your device, and protection of yourself...?
Then this - Is the Desire2 View My Screen At Home USB presented in sleek, refined aluminium.
With 4 USB ports to 3.0 certified standard (10 times faster than USB 2.0) providing fast data transfer,
charging capability and additional easy to access ports, and an ergonomically designed elevation providing
you ultimate viewing comfort with a compact space underneath for desk management, the Desire2 View My
Screen At Home USB could be your ultimate object of desire.

